In this paper, an adaptive critic-based neurofuzzy controller is presented for a 2 DOF active vehicle suspension system with a servo hydraulic actuator. Fuzzy critic-based learning is a reinforcement learning method based on dynamic programming. The only information available for the critic agent is the system feedback, which is interpreted as the last action performed by the controller in the previous state. The signal produced by the critic agent is used alongside the algorithm of error back propagation to tune online conclusion parts of the fuzzy inference rules of the adaptive controller. Simulation results demonstrate the superior performance of this control method in terms of well disturbance rejection, improved ride comfort, robustness to model uncertainty and lower controller cost.
Introduction
The main function of vehicle suspension system is providing ride comfort and good handling performance subjected to the constraint imposed upon the available suspension deflection. It is widely accepted that lower vertical acceleration levels correspond to increased ride comfort; and maintaining a firm contact between the road and the tyres to provide guidance along the track corresponds to increased handling performance. Satisfaction of all ends is impossible due to their conflict; the reason is that soft suspension is needed to isolate the disturbance from the road and reduce vertical body acceleration; on the other hand stiff suspension is required to support the weight of vehicle and to follow the track in order to increase handling performance. Since the passive vehicle suspension system, which is constituted by fixed damper and spring, cannot provide both objectives, active vehicle suspension system (AVSS) as one of the main solutions has been proposed since 1960 [1] . In addition to the fixed passive damper and spring, AVSS is equipped with a force actuator in order to improve disturbance rejection and vibration isolation. Among different force actuators, servo hydraulic actuator systems are mainly considered due to their lower cost, high power-to-weight ratio, fast response, high stiffness and good load bearing capability. Nevertheless, these benefits can only be employed in full in the presence of a robust adaptive controller that can cope with varying disturbances of the road and system parameters. Thus hard nonlinearity in actuators and the vehicle, uncertainties related to varying operating conditions of the vehicle, e.g., load vehicle, altering temperature of operating condition, irregular road inputs, cause further complicated AVSS problem [2] .
Several conventional and nonlinear control methods such as PID [3] , optimal control [4] [5] [6] [7] , H 2 [8] , H∞ [9] , H 2 /H∞ [10] [11] [12] , backstepping [13] [14] [15] , LPV [1, 16] have been considered for AVSS.
However, the feasibility of these controllers for practical implementation is often challenged based on the following facts: measurement of some necessary variables or states (e.g., tire deflection) could be difficult; the control scheme could lead to non-convex optimization or other computational problems difficult to solve; and there could also arise the issue of the need for the controller order to be as high as that of the generalized plant [2] .
Feedback linearization is another technique used in AVSS [18, 19] . The system is globally linearized through feedback; thereby linear control methods can be utilized. The lack of availability of full-state measurements and robustness to uncertainty are among the drawbacks of this technique which motivate for its augmentation with intelligent control systems [17, 20] .
Sliding mode control (SMC) is another technique used in AVSS as well [21] [22] [23] . This control method also is based on feedback linearization. Dealing with uncertainty and increasing robustness is its advantage. However, chatter is the main drawback of SMC originated by high speed switching for the establishment of a sliding mode. It may excite unmodelled high frequency dynamics that could affect system performance or even cause instability. Furthermore, SMC is extremely vulnerable to measurement noise since its input depends on the sign of a measured variable that is very close to zero. To alleviate difficulties of the SMC, two types of arrangement of fuzzy logic with SMC have been introduced. In the first method, Fuzzy logic is employed to self-tune the discontinuous switching control law in order to overcome the chattering phenomenon in SMC. In the second method, fuzzy models are employed for feedback linearization in order to increase robustness and relieve chattering [17, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Using neural networks (NNs) based methods have found wide applications in the AVSS because of their ability to approximate arbitrary nonlinear mappings, their highly parallel structure which makes it more fault tolerant than the conventional schemes and high learning capability. In these methods, NNs have been employed either as identifiers or as controllers [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Complexity, inability to interpretation and high computational cost, which could result in challenging their implementation, are among the drawbacks of NNs.
Fuzzy logic control (FLC) methods have been widely considered in AVSS because of their vast ability to deal with model uncertainty. Recently, with introducing fuzzy type II, the capability of these methods to deal with uncertainty has increased [35] . There are different ways to construct FLCs for vehicle suspension control, with the most common method to construct the FLCs by eliciting the fuzzy rules and its membership functions based on experts' knowledge or experience. However, this natural extraction of experts' priori knowledge is not always easy or possible to realize, especially for the conclusion parts of the rules. In order to overcome this weakness, adaptive FLCs were designed to self-tune the fuzzy rules or membership functions [17, 36, 37] . A fuzzy critic-based control has been studied in [38] to control the body acceleration of vehicle; however, the critic has been made by body displacement. Generally for adaptive FLCs, there are four families of learning methods characterized by the information source used for learning and classified with respect to the degree of information of the source which are "Direct teacher", "Distal teacher", "Performance measure", and "Critic" [39] .
Critic gives rewards and punishments with respect to the states reached by the learner. As critics constitute the less informative learning source, learning methods that use them represent very flexible tools [39] . These methods, called reinforcement learning methods, consist of an active exploration of the state and action spaces to find what action to apply in each state [40] . Reinforcement learning systems which are also known as "adaptive critic designs", "approximate dynamic programming", or "neurodynamic programming", are the only class of well-grounded engineering designs from any type of learning research, which address the general problem of how to optimize a measure of utility or goal satisfaction, in an unknown noisy, nonlinear environment. Applications to cars and missiles begin to confirm their advantages over older methods and their ability to overcome the "curse of dimensionality" in dynamic programming. Some adaptive critic designs can be formulated as new designs for adaptive control, which offer universal stability and fast response to transient disturbances [41] . Dynamic programming has also been employed in various engineering area. For example, Yoon and Park carried out motion planning of autonomous mobile robot by using iterative dynamic programming [46] , Fares et al. used this technique for optimizing of fuel cell hybrid vehicles [47] . The critic based controller was also employed to tune water level of steam generator [48] . Using dynamic programing, Roozegar and Mahjoob proposed a path planning approach for a spherical mobile robot in an environment with obstacle [48] . For more engineering application of dynamic programing one can refer to [48] .
Following the above mentioned remarks, this paper focuses on designing of an adaptive critic-based neurofuzzy controller in order to increase ride comfort and vibra- tion isolation in AVSS; a novel approach that may improve transient responses, rejection of disturbance, robustness due to its model-free characteristic, ability to adapt quickly with varying system or environment owing to learning ability and low control effort. The main superiority of the proposed controller over previous analogous fuzzy logic controller design approaches, e.g., neurofuzzy controller is its online tuning characteristic by using a critic and remarkable reduced amount of computations used for parameter adaptation, which makes it desirable for real time applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a nonlinear quarter car model and servo hydraulic actuator used for suspension design is presented. In section 3, the adaptive critic-based neurofuzzy controller structure and some mathematical fundamentals are illustrated. Section 4 presents the controller design for the AVSS. Section 5 is dedicated to the simulation results, which demonstrate the availability and effectiveness of the proposed controller for disturbance rejection and vibration isolation. Section 6 concludes the paper. Figure 1 shows the quarter car model of the AVSS; Where the variables Zs, Zus and Zr are vertical car body displacement, vertical wheel displacement, and road disturbance, respectively. The sprung mass, ms represents the car chassis, the unsprung mass, mus represents the wheel assembly, Ks and bs represent the passive spring and damper coefficients respectively and Kus indicates the wheel stiffness. The active force Fa applied between the sprung and unsprung masses is generated by means of a hydraulic actuator placed in between the two masses. The hydraulic actuator considered here, shown in Figure 2 , in which Ps is the supply pressure into the hydraulic cylinder, Pr is the return pressure from hydraulic cylinder, xsp is spool valve displacement, Pu and P l represent the oil pressure in the upper and lower portion of the cylinder. The actuator force is generated according to Fa = As P L , where P L = P l − Pu, is the pressure drop across the hydraulic actuator piston.
Method

System modeling
As shown in [42] the rate of change of P L is given by:
Where V t , βe, Q and C tp represent total actuator volume, effective bulk modulus, load flow and total piston leakage coefficient respectively. The load flow is given by:
Where C d , s, xsp, rho and Ps represent discharge coefficient, spool valve area gradient, displacement of the spool valve, hydraulic fluid density and hydraulic supply pressure respectively. The spool valve displacement xsp is controlled by a voltage or current input u to the servo valve. The dynamics of the servo valve can be approximated as:
Where τ is actuator time constant, next applying the Newton's second law, the governing equation on quarter car dynamics is as follows:
In deriving (4) it is assumed that Zs and Zus are measured from their static equilibrium positions and that the tyre remains in contact with the road at all times. Considering (1), (3), (4) and the following states x 1 = Zs, x 2 = Zus, x 3 =Żs, x 4 =Żus, x 5 = P L , x 6 = xsp, the state space equations are obtained as:ẋ 1 = x 3 (5a)
(5d)
√︀ |Ps − sgn (x 6 ) x 5 | The values for the system parameters are taken from reference [1] and are listed in Table 1 .
Road surface is a disturbance input to vehicle suspension system. In order to improve ride comfort, in designing an active vehicle suspension system, having a perfect model of road surface is necessary. There are many possible ways to analytically describe the road inputs, which can be classified as shock or vibration [7] . Shocks are events that in a relatively short duration and high amplitude are imposed, e.g. a bump or pothole on a smooth road. Vibrations, on the other hand, are described by long duration and consistent excitations that are called rough roads.
In this paper, both shocks and vibration for designing active vehicle suspension system are considered. As a shock disturbance, it is assumed that the vehicle experiences a sudden disturbance, a bump, whose profile is shown in Figure 3 and is described as:
Where a is the bump height and λ is the half wavelength of the sinusoidal road undulation. These data are listed in Table 1 . As a vibration disturbance the rough road is considered. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has proposed a series of standards of road roughness classification using the Power Spectral Density (PSD) values (ISO 1982), as shown in Table 2 .
Based on the standard road surface description, the road surface input model has been built through a first order filter with Gaussian White noise input. The equation of road surface input is:
Where ω(t) is a white noise process with spectral density of 2αVσ 2 , V=20 m/s is the vehicle speed, α and σ depends on the road surface (Table 3) . In this paper, road class D (poor) is considered for rough road disturbance input. The figure of random road surface is demonstrated in Figure 4 .
Adaptive critic-based neurofuzzy controller 2.2A Neurofuzzy Networks
In this subsection, the principles of fuzzy systems used here are introduced and then an equivalent architecture that incorporates the fuzzy concept into an adaptive neural network concept is obtained, hence it is called neurofuzzy system. Generally, a fuzzy system comprises a fuzzification unit, a fuzzy rule base, an inference engine and a defuzzification unit. The fuzzy system can be viewed as performing a real (nonfuzzy) and nonlinear mapping from an input vector X ∈ R n , to an output vector y = f (x) ∈ R m (n and m are input and output vector dimensions, respectively). The interfaces between real world and fuzzy world are a fuzzifier and a defuzzifier; the former maps real inputs to their corresponding fuzzy sets and the latter performs in the opposite way to map the fuzzy sets of output variables to the corresponding real outputs. Two types of fuzzy systems are commonly used; Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) and fuzzy systems with fuzzifier and defuzzifier. In this work, we used the first type. The fuzzy rule base consists of fuzzy rules, which use linguistic If-Then statement to describe the relationship between inputs and outputs. Consider a Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO) fuzzy TSK system consisting of N rules as follows:
R j (jth rule): if (x 1 is F j1 ) and (x 2 is F j2 ) and . . . and (xn is F jn ) Then c j = g j (x)
Where j =1,2,. . . , N; x i (i =1,2,. . . ,n) are the input variables of the fuzzy system, F ji is characterized by its corresponding membership function µ Fji (x i ), c j which may generally be nonlinear, is the consequence of the jth rule and g j : R n → R is a general nonlinear or linear function. Each rule R j , can be viewed as a fuzzy implication by the inference engine.
The antecedent fuzzy set (fuzzy Cartesian product) of each rule F 1 × F 2 × · · · × Fn, is quantified by the t-norm operator which may be defined as (8) , the min-operator or the product operator
The defuzzification is performed using (9) , where w j is the firing strength of the antecedent part of the j th rule and is given by (10):
In this study, the consequent part of TSK fuzzy systems rules is given by (11) .
Where a oj and a ij s are the coefficients that should be set at design stage or tuned during the corresponding learning procedure. Implementing a fuzzy inference system in the framework of an adaptive neural network results in a five-layer network in which each layer serves as one part of the equivalent fuzzy system. Figure 5 shows a sample neurofuzzy system equivalent with a two-input and one-output TSK fuzzy inference system, which has two linguistic labels for each input, and therefore four rules in its rule base.
The first layer nodes denoted by M, specifies the degree to which the given input satisfies the linguistic label; hence, they are fuzzy membership function for each input channel, µ F ji (x i ). Second layer nodes denoted by P, multiply the incoming signals and constitute the antecedent parts of fuzzy rules, (multiplication implies choosing the product-operator for the t-norm operator). Each node in the third layer specified by N, calculates the ratio of corresponding firing strength to the sum of all rules firing strengths, hence the term w j / ∑︀ j = 1 N w j . The function of nodes in the fourth layer is performing a linear combination on inputs and adding a constant value, thus calculating the corresponding rule consequent part c j . T-S labels on Figure 5 refer to TSK rules. The coefficients of these linear combinations and that of constant value will be adapted during the learning stage. Finally, in the last layer, acting as the defuzzifier, the output is obtained and it is according to (9). Figure 6 shows the proposed adaptive critic-based neurofuzzy controller structure based on the idea presented by S. Russel and P. Norwig [43] . The critic agent assesses the controller performance through assessment of feedback from plant and generates appropriate reinforcement signal, namely. The signal produced, contributes collaboratively for updating parameters of the neurofuzzy controller. In classical reinforcement learning methods, the reinforcement signal accepts binary values, i.e., 1 for failure of the control action and 0 for the suitable performance. However, in modern approaches, e.g., [44] , the reinforcement signal is allowed to have real values, e.g., in the range [-1,1], and the learning method is employed to adapt the tuneable parameters of the controller in order to minimize this signal thus achieving the 0 value indicating no need for further learning.
2.2B Controller Structure
Let define the cost function as:
Where r is the critic signal, the goal of the learning procedure is minimization of E, so the tuneable parameters should be updated in the opposite direction of ⃗ ∇E ( ⃗ ∇ is the gradient operator). This can be stated as follows:
Where ν is the tuneable parameter of the neurofuzzy controller. Equation (13) is in fact the steepest decent law. It should be mentioned here, that other learning methods could be used.
Applying the chain rule for calculating the relative derivative of (13) we have:
Where u is the control output. Since the aim of this study is to decrease vertical vehicle body acceleration to improve ride comfort and furthermore, it is required to reduce control effort to use a smaller force actuator as well as lower energy consumption for cost reduction, we define the critic signal as a linear combination of vertical body acceleration error ez =Z s,ref −Zs and actuator force error
Where k 1 and k 2 are positive constants. In addition, it is desired that,Z s,ref = 0 and F a,ref = 0, because it leads to improve ride comfort and reduce the cost as mentioned. Here, a question question might rise that if it is possible that the critic signal, r, goes to zero, nevertheless neither of acceleration error and actuator force error approach zero. For example, their signs differ with each other and cancel themselves; therefore making r zero is not definitely desirable. Answering to the question, it should be noticed that sign difference of acceleration error and actuator force error means acceleration reduction, which is the main target of controller design. Furthermore, It should be emphasized that vertical body acceleration is easily measurable signal as well as force signal which can be measured either directly or through measure of drop pressure in the hydraulic actuator, P L .
Applying the chain rule and using (15) ,
Where y is the output of system, which can be rewritten as the follows expression, using (12) and (14),
In (17), the term is the gradient of the system and showing the long-term variations of the plant output to the control signal. As in most cases, the system is designed such that this variation is a positive constant. The sign of this value, i.e., positive, is sufficient for the adaptation rule. Using (13) and (17), adaptation rule of the tuneable parameter will be as follows:
Where η > 0, is the learning rate, which embeds the proportionality constant of (13) as well as the constant values of (17) .
For the neurofuzzy controller introduced in the previous subsection, the control signal using (9) and (11) has the following form:
Hence, according to (18) the update rules for the parameters of the neurofuzzy controller will be given as:
Controller design for AVSS
Structure of the adaptive critic-based neurofuzzy controller used for AVSS is shown in Figure 7 . The neurofuzzy controller uses vertical body acceleration error (VBAE) and actuator force error (AFE) as inputs with three linguistic variables, i.e., Negative (N), Zero (Z) and Positive (P), listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 8 , for each of them; thus includes nine rules in its rule base. These membership functions may be determined by using system information e.g. the range of variation of each input channel.
It should be emphasized that although the learning rule can be applied through algorithm of error backpropagation to tune the parameters of antecedent parts too, it will have some demerits such as high computational cost, falling into a local optimum, high sensitivity in the final result to the initial setting of the learning rate and specially, departure from the initial linguistic nature of the fuzzy model, the strongest point of the fuzzy model itself. Hence, the parameters of the membership functions were set based on the linguistic knowledge of the process behaviour. The critic is an important component of the proposed control method, since the reinforcement signal contributes to the online tuning of the neurofuzzy controller parameters. As the critic's role is the evaluation of the response of the system under control, a linear combination of vertical body acceleration error and actuator force error seems to be a reasonable candidate for this purpose.
If the stress signal, i.e. the critic, is high then either vertical body acceleration with higher priority or actuator force with lower priority might be high. In both cases, the controller is adapted so that this stress signal goes to zero. It should be emphasized that the role of critic is to truly evaluate the situation but not needed to be so accurate, indeed. Additionally, critic can be a fuzzy system, a neural network system or other systems, which have the ability of appropriate performance in evaluation of the system under control.
The values of the coefficients of the critic may be determined according to our desires. In this work, since improving ride comfort is more significant than energy consumption, hence k 1 = 5 and k 2 = 1.
As the proposed neurofuzzy controller has vertical body acceleration error and actuator force error as inputs and nine rules are in the fuzzy rule base which consequent part of them are adaptive; by using (19) and (20), the parameters of the proposed adaptive controller will be updated as follows:
Where the η parameter is set to 0.6 in this study. Furthermore, in order to analysis and compare the performance of the proposed controller, a PID controller was designed according to Zigler-Nicoles tuning rule with some try and errors. The PID parameters for simulation are given in Table 5 . Table 6 . Performance comparison while the system with nominal parameters is imposed by bump road profile depicted in Figure 3 .
Performance
The Table 7 . Performance comparison while the system with nominal parameters is imposed by random road profile depicted in Figure 4 .
The proposed controller PID controller Passive suspension system Maximum suspension travel (cm) 
Simulation results
In this section, simulation results of the proposed controller and PID controller applied to AVSS are presented. AVSS is imposed by the road disturbance profiles shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . In order to show the robustness of the proposed controller, several parameters may vary from their nominal values under operational condition, are used. Therefore, Illustrative results are derived in four cases. In the first case, nominal values of suspension system parameters are used for AVSS, which is imposed by bump road disturbance profile shown in Figure 3 . In the second case, nominal values are used once more but random road disturbance profile shown in Figure 4 imposes to the system. In the third case, varied parameters are used for AVSS, which is imposed by bump road disturbance profile shown in Figure 3 . In the last part, using varied parameters, the system is imposed by the random road profile shown in Figure 4 .
Case 1: In this case, using nominal parameters and bump profile, the performance of the proposed controller is obtained and compared with PID controller along with passive suspension system (Table 6 and Figure 9 ). As the results illustrate, both of RMS and maximum suspension travel, (which should not exceed its tolerable displacement), in the presence of the proposed controller and PID are further improved in compared with passive system. However, RMS and maximum acceleration has increased by using PID, which shows that this controller cannot accomplish both handling and ride comfort concurrently. High and usually saturated output level is one of main feature of PID controller. This feature can be observed here while RMS and maximum load pressure, (which reflects the required power), is considerably more than the proposed controller.
Case 2: In this case, using nominal parameters and random road profile, results are obtained and depicted in Table 7 and Figure 10 . As the results show, RMS and maximum of suspension travel, acceleration and load pressure, (similar to previous case), has improved by using the proposed controller; while the PID controller has deteriorated acceleration and load pressure. Moreover, the ratios of PID to proposed controller parameter results have increased significantly. In other words, the performance of the PID controller has considerably decreased compare to preceding case. The reason is that whereas the proposed controller can be adapted to decrease stress signal, the PID controller has constant coefficient. Hence with changing environmental conditions, PID efficiency degrades.
Case 3: In the last two cases, in order to demonstrate robustness of the proposed controller, several parameters are deviated from their nominal values when the operational conditions are altered. For this reason, unsprung mass due to varying load vehicle have been increased 30% from its nominal value and damper coefficient due to changing operational temperature have been decreased 30% from its nominal value. Therefore, in this case, using varied parameters and bump road profile, the proposed Table 8 and illustrated in Figure 11 . As the results show, In spite of changed parameters, the pro- Table 9 . Performance comparison while the system with varied parameters is imposed by random road profile depicted in Figure 4 .
Performance
The Table 9 and Figure 12 . As the results demonstrate, further improvement have been achieved in terms of suspension displacement, decreasing acceleration and load pressure by using the proposed controller even in the presence of model uncertainty compared with the PID controller.
In last two cases, simulation results show that maximum and RMS of acceleration and suspension are further improved compared with passive suspension system, therefore active suspension system, even in the presence of uncertainty has been successful. Accordingly, the proposed controller could be adapted to the new situation in the presence of uncertainty. The main reason is that, the proposed controller is a model free approach, which results in robustness to the model uncertainty and varying load disturbance.
In fact, the controller performance is assessed based on the critic or reinforcement signal and controller parameters are tuned so that this signal goes to zero or in other words, critic expresses its approval to the evaluated system. Figure 13 shows the critic signals as the assessments of system with nominal and varied parameters while is imposed by bump and random road profiles depicted in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively.
Conclusion
Better quality of ride comfort and handling has been required. The central purpose of vehicle suspension system is providing these requirements. In recent years, active vehicle suspension system is proposed as one of the main solutions of these needs. In this study, an adaptive criticbased neurofuzzy controller was introduced for active vehicle suspension system (AVSS). The reinforcement learning method was used along with the error backpropagation algorithm and critic agent inference to tune the parameters online. This adaptive controller and its design procedure are fairly simple.
In designing an AVSS, having a perfect model of road surface is necessary. There are many possible ways to analytically describe the road inputs, which can be classified as shock or vibration. Bump profile as shock and random profile as vibration inputs is considered. In addition, in order to show robustness and model free feature of the proposed controller, nominal and varied values of several system parameters are investigated. Therefore, simulation results are derived in four cases. In the first case, nominal values of suspension system parameters are used for AVSS, which is imposed by bump road disturbance profile. In the second case, nominal values are used once more but random road disturbance profile imposes to the system. In the third case, varied parameters and bump road disturbance profile are used. In the last case, varied parameters and random road profile are considered. passive system. In conclusion, the system performance was quite satisfactory in terms of disturbance rejection, vibration isolation, robustness and control effort.
